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Abstract
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Constipation is a common ailment with multiple symptoms and diverse etiology. Understanding
the pathophysiology is important to guide optimal management. During the past few years, there
have been remarkable developments in the diagnosis of constipation and defecation disorders.
Several innovative manometric, neurophysiologic, and radiologic techniques have been
discovered, which have improved the accuracy of identifying the neuromuscular mechanisms of
chronic constipation. These include use of digital rectal examination, Bristol stool scale, colonic
scintigraphy, wireless motility capsule for assessment of colonic and whole gut transit, high
resolution anorectal manometry, and colonic manometry. These tests provide a better definition of
the underlying mechanism(s), which in turn can lead to improved management of this condition.
In this review, we summarize the recent advances in diagnostic testing with a particular emphasis
on when and why to test, and discuss the utility of diagnostic tests for chronic constipation.
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Introduction
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Constipation is a symptom based disorder that is caused by multiple mechanisms. Primary
constipation involves three pathophysiologic subtypes [1,2]. Slow Transit Constipation is
characterized by prolonged delay of stool transit through the colon. Dyssynergic Defecation
is characterized by either difficulty or inability to evacuate stool from the rectum.
Constipation-predominant irritable bowel syndrome is characterized by symptoms of
constipation with discomfort or pain as a prominent feature [3]. Secondary constipation is
caused by a myriad of factors such as diet, drugs, behavioral, lifestyle, endocrine, metabolic,
neurological, psychiatric, and other disorders [4]
Although a diagnosis of constipation is usually made on the basis of symptoms, a more
precise and accurate characterization of the underlying mechanism(s) requires physiologic
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tests of colorectal function especially in patients who are not responding to simple measures
such as fiber supplements and over the counter laxatives [5].
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In this review, we discuss the role of diagnostic tests for constipation and when to order
these tests and what do they provide.

Clinical Evaluation
History
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A detailed medical, surgical, dietary and drug history can facilitate the recognition of
common constipation.(Table 1) Patients and physicians have a different perception
regarding the symptoms as constipation [6]. Hence, consensus criteria have been proposed
by experts to improve the diagnosis of constipation such as the Rome III Criteria for
constipation [3,7] and the American College of Gastroenterology Chronic Constipation Task
Force. The latter recommends a broader definition of unsatisfactory defecation characterized
by infrequent stools, difficult stool passage, or both as constipation [8]. The Rome III
Criteria for functional constipation include any two of the six symptoms of straining, lumpy
or hard stools, sensation of incomplete evacuation, sensation of anorectal obstruction or
blockage, digital maneuvers and less than 3 defecations per week. These should be present
during at least 25% of defecations for the last 3 months with symptom onset at least 6
months before the diagnosis [4].
Patients should be encouraged to describe their bowel habit such as, do they experience an
urge to defecate, or feel or sense complete evacuation, if they need to strain or use digital
maneuvers, or describe their stool consistency and stool size using the Bristol Stool Scale, or
if they ignore a call to stool, or if there are any precipitating events and how their cultural
beliefs and expectations affect their bowel patterns, and whether the problem started in
childhood. Stool diaries and constipation questionnaires can help discern some of these
symptoms, especially as patients misinterpret or feel embarrassed to describe them [9,10].
Studies in constipated subjects showed a history of sexual abuse in 22% - 48% of subjects,
particularly women and physical abuse was reported by 31% - 74% of constipated subjects.
[4,10]. Hence it is important to gently elicit these components in the history.
A history of recurring problems for a long duration which is not relieved with dietary
measures or laxatives suggests a functional colorectal disorder, where as a recent history of
alarm symptoms like rectal bleeding, anemia, guaiac-positive stool or mass in the abdomen
should prompt an enquiry to exclude organic illness and neoplastic disease.
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Symptom and Stool Diary
Symptom assessment should be combined with clinical testing for optimal assessment of
these patients [11,12,13]. The Bristol Stool Form Scale helps patients and physicians to
identify their stool form and can be useful to assess colonic transit time because very loose
or hard stools correlate with either rapid or slow colonic transit [14-16]. In patients with coexisting psychological issues, the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS),
Symptom Checklist-90 (SCL-90) and Patient Assessment Constipation-Quality of Life
(PAC-QOL) are also commonly used[17,18].
A food diary can be helpful to assess fiber and fluid intake and the number, frequency and
nutrient content of meals. Failure to respond to the physiological urge to defecate after
waking and after a meal may predispose to constipation. In the elderly, fecal incontinence
may be a presenting feature of constipation [11], and therefore this group should be carefully
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evaluated for stool impaction. Also some children with functional fecal retention and soiling
may have persistent leakage because of underlying dyssynergia [19].
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Physical Examination
A comprehensive physical examination including a detailed neurological examination can
help to recognize systemic diseases that may cause constipation. The abdomen must be
carefully examined for the presence of stool, particularly in the left quadrant. It is important
to exclude a gastrointestinal mass although, patients may commonly have a normal physical
examination.
Digital Rectal Examination
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A careful perianal and digital rectal examination is very important, as in many instances it is
the most revealing part of clinical evaluation[20,21]. Abnormalities such as thrombosed
external hemorrhoids, skin tags, rectal prolapse, anal fissure, anal warts, excoriation or
evidence of pruritus ani usually from fecal soiling can be easily appreciated on anorectal
inspection. Watching the perineum while the patient strains may show leakage of stool, a
gaping anus or prolapse of internal hemorrhoids. If there is excruciating pain on starting the
digital rectal exam, it strongly suggests the presence of an anal fissure. It is important to
assess the resting sphincter tone which is predominantly (70-80%) attributable to the internal
anal sphincter muscle. A high resting tone may be the cause of evacuation disorder [22].
Palpation of the rectal walls may help to identify polyps or masses and determine if there is
a rectocele or intussusception. The presence of stool in the vault, its consistency and
patient's awareness of it should be noted. A lack of awareness of stool may suggest rectal
hyposensitivity.
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The patient should be asked to push and bear down as if to defecate. Normally, the anal
sphincter and puborectalis should relax and the perineum should descend. If the muscles
paradoxically contract or if there is no perineal descent, this suggests pelvic floor
dyssynergia. A hand should be placed over the abdomen to assess the push effort. Perineal
descent assessed by examination correlates with descent assessed by dynamic MRI [23].
DRE can detect anismus and anterior rectocele and has high positive predictive value (95%)
for obstructive defecation [24]. A carefully performed DRE has a high yield of detecting
dyssynergia in patients with chronic constipation [22]. Of the 187 patients with a diagnosis
of dyssynergia based on standard criteria, 134 patients were identified as having features of
dyssynergia based on DRE giving a positive predictive value of 97%. The sensitivity and
specificity of DRE for identifying patients with chronic constipation were 75% and 87%
respectively. DRE was able to identify normal resting and normal squeeze pressure in 86%
and 82% of dyssynergic patients respectively.
In a survey only 40% of final year medical students felt confident in rendering an opinion
based on their DRE findings [25] and only 20% had performed more than10 procedures
[26]. A recent multicenter study involving medical students, primary care and internal
medicine physicians and gastroenterologists showed that gastroenterologists performed the
most DREs annually, followed by primary care, and internal medicine subspecialities [27].
Since symptoms alone are poor predictors of underlying pathology of chronic constipation
[12], symptoms together with DRE findings may help identify patients who may require
further specialized testing for evaluation and management. Table 2 summarizes the main
components of the Digital Rectal Examination.

Diagnostic Tests
A complete blood count, biochemical profile, serum calcium, glucose levels and thyroid
function tests are usually sufficient for screening purposes to exclude an underlying
Best Pract Res Clin Gastroenterol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2012 February 1.
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metabolic or pathological disorder. If there is a high index of suspicion, serum protein
electrophoresis, urine porphyrins, serum parathyroid hormone and serum cortisol levels may
be requested. However there are no studies done to assess the clinical value of the routine
use of blood tests alone and hence there is no evidence to either support or reject the utility
of these tests [5]. The American College of Gastroenterology Task Force does not routinely
recommend these tests in patients younger than 50 years of age and in whom there are no
alarm features or signs of organic disease [28]. Alarm features include new onset or
progressively worsening constipation, onset after age 50 years, bloody stools, weight loss,
fever, anorexia, nausea, vomiting or a family history of inflammatory bowel disease or colon
cancer[8]. A list of commonly performed diagnostic tests, their clinical utility and evidencebased recommendations are shown in Table 3.
Radiographic Studies
Plain abdominal radiograph—A plain radiograph of the abdomen is an inexpensive,
frequently used test to complement clinical history and physical examination in patients with
a suspicion of constipation [29]. However recent studies show a limited value for the role of
plain abdominal radiography in the diagnosis of constipation [30-32]. Furthermore, in
addition to considerable inter-observer variation in radiological assessment of fecal loading,
there was very poor correlation with colonic transit. [33]. This suggest that plain abdominal
radiographs may not be a reliable method to assess for fecal loading in constipation.
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Barium enema—A barium enema may be useful to identify anatomic abnormalities such
as redundant sigmoid colon, megacolon, megarectum, extrinsic compression, and
intraluminal masses. However, there are limited studies evaluating its clinical utility [5,8]. In
one retrospective study of 62 subjects, an organic lesion was not detected with barium
enema [34]. In another retrospective study of 791 patients, constipation was reported in
22%, and was equally present in those with an abnormal study [35]. Both studies concluded
that barium enema could not evaluate organic disease. Hirschsprung disease can be detected
by barium enema, although manometry and histology are essential.
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Defecography—Defecography involves imaging the rectum with contrast material and
observation of the process, rate and completeness of rectal evacuation using fluoroscopic
techniques [36]. It gives information regarding the anatomical and functional changes of the
anorectum. It is performed by infusing 150 mL of contrast into the patient's rectum, and
having the subject squeeze, cough, and expel the barium. The most common findings are
poor activation of levator ani muscles, prolonged retention or inability to expel the barium,
absence of a stripping wave in the rectum, mucosal intussusceptions, and / or rectocele
[36,37]. The prevalence of normal defecography varied between 10% and 75%
[36].Although defecography revealed abnormalities in 77% of subjects, there was no
relationship between symptoms and abnormalities [37]. Among 10 studies, abnormalities
were reported in 25% to 90% and dyssynergia in 13% to 37% [5].
Though there are some advantages, its drawbacks include radiation exposure,
embarrassment, interobserver bias, and inconsistent methodology. Hence, defecography is
recommended as an adjunct to clinical and manometric assessment [36].
Magnetic resonance imaging—MRI and dynamic pelvic MRI (MR defecography) can
be useful for assessment of anorectal disorders [37,38]. This is the only imaging modality
that can simultaneously evaluate global pelvic floor anatomy and dynamic motion. Endoanal
MRI may reveal changes in the external anal sphincter that are not identifiable by endoanal
ultrasound, whereas MRI fluoroscopy directly shows the pelvic floor and viscera during
rectal evacuation and squeeze maneuvers [39]. Some of the advantages are free selection of
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imaging planes, no radiation exposure, a good temporal resolution, and the excellent soft
tissue contrast are some of the advantages. Dynamic pelvic MRI in the sitting position
provides a more physiological approach than in the supine position [40].
Dynamic MRI is very useful in the diagnosis of rectal intussusceptions as it not only allows
differentiation between mucosal and full-thickness prolapse, it also provides information on
movements of the whole pelvic floor. In dyssynergic patients, dynamic MRI has shown that
the anorectal angle becomes more acute, confirming paradoxical contraction of the
puborectalis [38]. In a study, during rectal evacuation, the degree of perineal descent was
decreased in 35%, normal in 44% and increased in 21% of constipated patients [23].
Increased perineal descent was associated with a hypertensive anal sphincter, a normal rectal
balloon expulsion test, and a rectocele. In a study involving constipated patients with
obstructed defecation symptoms, the diagnosis of combined pelvic floor disorders with
dynamic MRI defecography was consistent with clinical results in 70% of patients and there
were additional diagnostic parameters in 30% of patients [41]. Though MR defecography
may be useful in certain diagnosis, its high cost and lack of standardization and availability
limit its routine use.
Endoscopy
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Flexible Sigmoidoscopy or Colonoscopy: Direct visualization of the colon is indicated in
selected patients to exclude mucosal lesions such as solitary rectal ulcer syndrome,
inflammation, or malignancy. According to the American Society of Gastrointestinal
Endoscopy, a colonoscopy is recommended in constipated patients if they have alarming
features such as rectal bleeding, heme positive stool, iron deficiency anemia, weight loss,
obstructive symptoms, recent onset of symptoms, rectal prolapse, or change in stool caliber,
and in subjects older than 50 years who have not previously had colon cancer screening
[42]. In younger patients, a flexible sigmoidoscopy may be sufficient to exclude distal
colonic disease. In a large retrospective study on constipated patients, the range of neoplasia
found and the polyp detection rate were comparable to those expected in asymptomatic
historical controls [43]. A recent review of the Clinical Outcomes Research Initiative
database showed that colonoscopy for constipation alone has a lower yield for significant
findings compared with average-risk screening and constipation with another indication
[44]. Therefore, there is little evidence to support the routine use of colonoscopy in
constipated patients without alarm features.
Tests for Colonic Function
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Detailed physiological testing should be performed in patients whose constipation is
refractory to laxatives and dietary changes, and in those with a suspected evacuation
disorder.
Colonic Transit Study—An assessment of the speed at which stool moves through the
colon can provide an objective measurement of infrequent defecation, as the patients recall
of stool habit is often inaccurate(9). Colon Transit Time can be measured by three general
methods:
1.

Ingestion of radiopaque markers followed by abdominal radiographs[45,46]

2.

Radioisotopes and scintigraphy [47,48]

3.

Ingestion of pressure, pH capsule (Wireless Motility Capsule)and tracking its
movement[49]

The radiopaque marker test is typically performed by administering a single capsule
containing 24 plastic markers on day 1 and by obtaining plain abdominal radiographs on day
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6 (120h later)[36,50,51]. Retention of atleast 20% of markers (more than six markers) on
day 6 (120 h) is considered abnormal[45,51] and is indicative of Slow Transit Constipation.
Figure 1.
60% of patients with dyssynergic defecation have excessive retention of markers [52].
Hence it is important to exclude this condition before making a diagnosis of slow transit
constipation [5,21]. Several studies have assessed the utility of colonic transit in the
evaluation of constipation [5,50] and it can be used as a preliminary test to evaluate
constipation.
Colonic transit scintigraphy is a non-invasive and quantitative method of evaluation of
total and regional colonic transit [29,47]. Here, an isotope (111In or 99Tc) is administered
either in a coated capsule that dissolves in the colon or terminal ileum or encapsulated in a
non-digestive capsule with a test meal. Subsequently, gamma-camera images are obtained at
specific time points. Assessment and interpretation of the colonic transit time varies among
centers. The primary variable of interest is the geometric center at 24 h (normal range
1.7-4.0). A high geometric center represents greater than normal retention of isotope and a
slower colonic transit time.
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Abnormal transit has been documented with scintigraphy in a cohort of 287 patients [53]
and segmental variations in colon transit have been studied using scintigraphy [54,47]. In a
study of 32 patients with idiopathic constipation using indium-111-labeled polystyrene
pellets, it was possible to differentiate between slow transit constipation and pelvic outlet
obstruction [55]. Awareness about scintigraphic studies and their utility has been increasing.
Although scintigraphic studies have been validated, and are reliable and reproducible, they
are expensive and time consuming and limited to a handful of institutions [56].
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Wireless Motility Capsule (WMC)—Assessment of colonic transit using a novel,
ambulatory, capsule technique, WMC, provides a non-invasive method of measuring not
only colonic transit but also gastric emptying and small bowel transit time [49]. By utilizing
the pH change as it travels through the gut, colonic transit and whole gut transit can be
assessed. Rao et al. demonstrated that the WMC has good sensitivity and specificity for
evaluating colonic transit [49]. In 158 patients with chronic constipation who underwent
simultaneous colon transit (Figure 2) time measurement using radiopaqe markers and WMC,
there was 87 % agreement validating wireless motility capsule relative to radiopaque
markers in differentiating slow verses normal colon transit time in constipation [57]. Colonic
and whole gut transit with WMC correlates well with radiopaque markers and has higher
specificity in diagnosing slow transit in constipation [49]. Another study showed that
constipated patients with normal or moderately delayed transit show increased motor
activity and that different constipation subtypes have variations in transit and motility[58]. A
recent study showed that WMC has good diagnostic utility in lower gastrointestinal disorder
and can detect 51% of patients with generalized motility disorder [59,60]. It influenced
management in 30% of Lower GI and 88% of Upper GI subjects, and directed treatment
plan [59]. In another study, WMC lessened the need for further invasive motility tests [60].
Thus, WMC can be useful for assessing colonic motility and transit.
Colonic manometry—Colonic manometry provides a complete assessment of overall
motor activity at rest, during sleep, after waking, after meals, and after provocative
stimulation such as drugs, meal, or balloon distensions [61,62]. It is performed by using
solid-state probes and portable recorders or water-perfused stationary systems [61-63]. It
provides reproducible and reliable information regarding the pathophysiology of
constipation [62] and can be used to explore the mechanisms and motor effects of
pharmacological agents on the colon. Colonic manometry catheter is placed using one of 3
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methods: nasal intubation with migration of probe into the colon, guide wire-assisted waterperfused probe placement and retrograde direct probe placement [64]. Prolonged recordings
over 24 h are favored to completely understand the comprehensive colonic motor profile.
Recent studies have confirmed that patients with slow transit constipation exhibit a
significant reduction of phasic colonic motor activity, the gastrocolonic and morning waking
responses, and the number of high-amplitude propagated contractions [62,65]. Colonic
manometry thus may help to diagnose an underlying myopathy or neuropathy and
differentiate slower transit due to neuromuscular function.
Tests for Anorectal Function
Anorectal Manometry—Anorectal Manometry provides an assessment of pressure
activity in the anorectum and provides comprehensive information regarding rectal
sensation, rectoanal reflexes and anal sphincter function, at rest and during defecatory
maneuvers [36,66-68]. It is an established and widely used investigatory tool for defecatory
disorders. Manometry can detect defecatory disorders (dyssynergia) and Hirschsprung
disease[69]. Normally, when a balloon is distended in the rectum, there is reflex relaxation
of the internal anal sphincter. This rectoanal inhibitory reflex is mediated by the myenteric
reflex and is absent in Hirschsprung disease [70]. Qualitative assessment of RAIR may be
valuable in the diagnosis of constipation as this reflex is impaired in most patients with
constipation [71].
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Normally when healthy subjects attempt to defecate they generate an adequate propulsive
force synchronized with relaxation of the puborectalis and the external anal sphincter. The
inability to perform this coordinated maneuver represents the chief pathophysiological
abnormality in dyssynergic defecation [21,52].
Four Patterns of dyssynergic defecation has been described using anorectal manometry [72].
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1.

Type 1 is characterized by a paradoxical increase in the residual anal pressure in the
presence of adequate propulsive pressure, that is, increase in intrarectal pressure (ᚣ
45mm Hg)

2.

Type 2, characterized by an inability to generate adequate expulsive forces, ie, no
increase in intrarectal pressure, together with a paradoxical increase in residual
intraanal pressure

3.

Type 3, characterized by generation of adequate expulsive forces, but absent or
incomplete (< 20%) reduction in intraanal pressure and

4.

Type 4, characterized by an inability to generate adequate expulsive forces, that is,
no increase in intrarectal pressue and absence of incomplete reduction in residual
intraanal pressure.

Upto 20% of asymptomatic healthy adults also cannot produce a normal relaxation during
attempted defecation [66]. The body position, whether sitting or lying down, the presence of
stool-like sensation, and the consistency of stool may each influence the occurrence of
dyssynergia and the ability of expel artificial stools [73]. Hence the finding of a dyssynergic
pattern alone should not be considered as diagnostic of dyssynergic defecation.
In a study, it was found that in addition to dyssynergic pattern, a combined abnormality of
colonic transit, balloon expulsion and defecography was seen in only 13% to 38% of
patients; but a single abnormal physiologic test together with dyssynergia was seen in 71%
to 91% of patients. Rectal sensory testing may reveal rectal hyposensitivity. Anorectal
manometry is useful for the diagnosis of dyssynergic defecation and altered rectal sensation
and identifies subjects who could benefit from biofeedback therapy.
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High-Resolution Manometry—High Resolution Manometry involves a solid-state
manometric assembly with 12 circumferential sensors spaced at 1-cm intervals (4.2 mm
outer diameter) (Sierra Scientific Instruments, Los Angeles, CA). This device uses
proprietary pressure transduction technology (TactArray) that allows each pressure sensing
element to detect pressure over a length of 2.5mm in each of 12 radially dispersed sectors.
The sector pressures are then averaged, making each sensor a circumferential pressure
detector with the extended frequency response characteristic of solid-state manometric
systems. The large numbers of closely spaced sensors provides greater detail of the pressure
plots, and ensures more accuracy, especially when compared to 2-4 sensor water perfused
manometry that can miss important findings. Recent studies have shown that high-resolution
manometry may provides greater resolution of the intraluminal pressure environment of the
anorectum and thus can help to better characterize dyssynergia [74,75].(Figure 3a, 3b)
Also, a high-definition manometry system with 256 circumferentially arrayed sensors that
provides anal sphincter pressure profiles and topographic changes in three dimensions is
available. This system is found to be feasible, well tolerated and provides comparable
information to that obtained with ARM. It provides vector manometry profile and its 3D
display provides both functional and anatomical information of anal sphincter [76].
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Balloon expulsion test—The balloon expulsion provides a simple, bedside assessment
of a subject's ability to expel an artificial stool. There is no standard approach and several
techniques have been used, including 25 ml or 50 ml balloons filled with warm water or air,
18mm spheres, silicone-filled artificial stool or weights attached to a pulley to assess the
extra force required to expel a metal sphere in a lying position [77]. Most experts
recommend a 50 ml water filled balloon or a silicone-filled stool-like device (Fecom) [5],
which is placed in the rectum and the patient is asked to expel the device in the sitting
position in privacy. Most normal subjects can expel this balloon within 1 minute [66].
The prevalence of a positive test in favor of constipation varied between 23% and 67% [5].
One study suggested a specificity of 89%, negative predictive value of 97%, sensitivity of
88% and positive predictive value of 67%. However many dyssynergics can expel the
balloon, hence the test itself is insufficient to make a diagnosis [21,72]. Thus, although the
failure to expel a balloon strongly suggests dyssynergia, a normal test does not exclude this
possibility. Nine studies of balloon expulsion showed impaired expulsion in 23%-67% [5].
Hence this test should be interpreted along with other physiologic tests.
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Rectal barostat test—Barostat comprises of a highly compliant balloon that is placed in
the rectum and connected to a computerized pressure-distending device (barostat). It can be
used to assess rectal sensation, tone and compliance. The test can be useful for identifying
patients with a normal, impaired or hyper compliant rectum and can help to detect
megarectum. Several studies have revealed rectal hyposensitivity in patients with
constipation [77-79]. Rectal barostat studies revealed rectal hyposensitivity in up to 50% of
patients with IBS-C [80].
Conclusions—In conclusion, a careful history and stool diary is the initial step in the
diagnosis of constipation. DRE can provide useful information on sphincter pressure,
presence of dyssynergia and fecal impaction. There is little evidence to support the use of
routine blood tests or endoscopy in constipated patients without alarm features. Though
colonic transit studies are not standardized, there is good evidence to show its benefits.
Anorectal manometry is the preferred method for diagnosis of dyssynergia and identifies
patients who would benefit from biofeedback therapy. Defecography and MR defecography
is useful in patients with suspected rectal prolapse or poor rectal evacuation. The balloon
expulsion test can confirm impaired evacuation, but should not be used alone for diagnosis.
Best Pract Res Clin Gastroenterol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2012 February 1.
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These diagnostic tests can identify structural or functional causes of constipation, and to
confirm a clinical suspicion or identify a cause for refractory bowel symptoms. However, no
single test can provide a pathophysiological basis for constipation, because it is a
heterogeneous condition that requires several tests to identify the underlying mechanisms.
Practice Points
•

Constipation has multiple symptoms, mechanisms and etiopathology.

•

A detailed history, stool diary, Digital Rectal Exam and Colonic transit study are
the important preliminary steps in diagnosis.

•

Anorectal manometry and balloon expulsion test are useful for the diagnosis of
dyssynergic defecation.

•

Colonic manometry helps to rule out underlying neuromuscular pathology and
facilitate selection of patients for colon surgery.

•

Wireless Motility Capsule is a novel technique for assessment of colonic, whole
gut and regional gastrointestinal transit.

Research Agenda
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•

Criteria for classification of constipation into subtypes should be well-defined.

•

Colonic Transit Studies should be standardized with well established normal
ranges.

•

Further studies are needed to be done to define the utility and role of high
definition colonic manometry.
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Figure 1.

Abnormal colonic transit study with large amount of stool and retention of more than five
radioopaque markers mostly in the right colon in a subject with constipation.
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Figure 2.
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Assessment of colonic transit with a wireless motility capsule in a subject with chronic
constipation. Time is represented on the horizontal axis. The blue line represents
temperature changes, the green line represents the pH changes, and the red line represents
the pressure changes. GET, gastric emptying time; SBTT, small –bowel transit time; CTT,
colonic transit time. The colonic transit time is delayed in this subject (normal CTT, < 59 h).
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Figure 3.

High Resolution Manometry images showing normal pattern of defecation in a healthy
subject (3 a) and an incoordinated or dyssynergic pattern of defecation in a subject with
constipation and dyssynergic defecation(3 b). In the normal subject the anal pressure
decreases (Green color-Pressure=20 mm Hg), whereas in the dyssynergic subject there is
paradoxical increase in anal sphincter pressure (Red color-Pressure=100mm Hg). The rectal
pressure increases in both subjects.
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Family history of bowel function

Dietary history-fiber and fluid intake

Laxative use – type, number and frequency

History of precipitating events

Severity of symptoms

Duration of symptom

Onset of symptom

Description of subjects bowel habits

Details of history
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Components of history that are useful in evaluating a patient with constipation
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Slowly advance a lubricated and gloved index finger into the rectum and feel the
mucosa and surrounding muscle, bone, uterus, prostate and pelvic structures
Assess strength of resting sphincter tone
Ask the patient to squeeze and hold as long as possible (up to 30 seconds)
In addition to the finger in the rectum, place a hand over the patients' abdomen to
assess the push effort. Ask the patient to push and bear down as if to defecate

Digital palpation

Resting tone

Squeeze maneuver

Pushing and bearing down maneuver

III. Digital palpation and maneuvers
to assess anorectal function

Stroke the skin around the anus in a centripetal fashion, in all four quadrants, by
using a stick with a cotton bud

(i) Push effort: Normal, weak (decreased), excessive
(ii) Anal relaxation: normal, impaired, paradoxical contraction
(iii) Perineal descent: Normal, excessive, absent

Normal, weak (decreased) or increased

Normal, weak (decreased) or increased

Tenderness, mass, stricture, or stool and the consistency of the stool

Normal: brisk contraction of the perianal skin, the anoderm and the
external anal sphincter
Impaired: no response with the soft cotton bud, but anal contractile
response seen with the opposite (wooden) end
Absent: no response with either end

Skin excoriation, skin tags, anal fissure, scars or hemorrhoids

Place patient in the left lateral position with hips flexed to 90°. Inspect perineum
under good light

I. Inspection of the anus and
surrounding tissue

II. Testing of perineal sensation and
the anocutaneous reflex

Findings & Grading of response(s)

Technique

Exam Component
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Components of Digital Rectal Exam (Reproduced with permission from (22)
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Visualization of the internal anal

Anorectal ultrasound

Evaluate colon transit, inexpensive and
widely available
Evaluate slow, normal or rapid colonic
transit.
Standardized evaluation of slow,
normal or rapid colonic and upper
gastrointestinal transit No Radiation,
Validated technique
Identify dyssynergic defecation, rectal
hyposensitivity, & hypersensitivity,
impaired compliance,

Colonic transit with scintigraphy

Wireless Motility Capsule

Anorectal Manometry

Visualization of mucosal disease

Physiologic testing Colonic transit
with radiopaque markers

Flexible sigmoidoscopy and
colonoscopy

Simultaneously evaluate global pelvic
floor anatomy, sphincter morphology
and dynamic motion

Identify dyssynergia, rectocele,
prolapse, excessive descent,
megarectum, Hirschsprung disease

Defecography

MRI

Identify megacolon, megarectum,
stenosis, diverticulosis, masses

Not cost-effective

Weakness
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Lack of standardization

Availability

Expensive, time consuming, availability,
lack of standardization

Inconsistent methodology

Invasive, risks of procedure and sedation

Expensive, lack of standardization,
availability

Good

Excellent

Good

Good

Poor

Fair

Poor

B2

A1

B2

B2

C

B3

C

B3

Fair

Radiation exposure, embarrassment,
interobserver bias, inconsistent
methodology
Interobserver bias, availability.

C

C

C

(Grade)

Recommendation

Poor

Poor

No evidence

Evidence

Lack of standardization, Radiation
exposure.
Lack of controlled studies

Lack of standardization and controlled
studies

Clinical Utility

Identify excessive amount of stool in
the colon, simple, inexpensive, widely
available

Rule out metabolic disorder

Strength

Barium enema

Imaging tests Plain abdominal XRay

Blood tests (thyroid, calcium,
glucose, electrolytes)

Test

Facilitates diagnoses of
dyssynergic defecation, Rectal
sensory problems and
Hirschsprung's disease

Reliably identifies slow transit
constipation and upper gut transit
abnormalities

Facilitates classification of
pathophysiological subtypes

Useful to identify slow transit
constipation

Lack of prospective study
regarding efficacy

Used as adjunct to anorectal
manometry

Experimental

Used as adjunct

Not recommended for routine
evaluation without alarm features

None

Not recommended routinely
without alarm features

Comment
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Evidence-based summary of the utility of the diagnostic tests for chronic constipation(Modified from Ref (81)
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Identify colonic myopathy, neuropathy
Facilitates selection of patients for
surgery Reproducible Clinically useful

Invasive, not widely available, lack of
standardization

Lack of standardization

Weakness

Grade C: Poor evidence in favor of the test with some evidence on specificity, sensitivity, accuracy, and predictive values

Grade B3: Fair evidence in favor of the test with some evidence on specificity, sensitivity, accuracy, and predictive values

Grade B2: Good evidence in favor of the test with some evidence on specificity, sensitivity, accuracy, and predictive values

Grade A1: Excellent evidence in favor of the test based on high specificity, sensitivity, accuracy and positive predictive values

Colonic manometry

Bedside assessment of dyssynergic
defecation
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Balloon expulsion test (BET)

Strength
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Clinical Utility

Good

Good

Evidence

B2

B2

(Grade)

Recommendation

Adjunct to colorectal function
tests

Normal BET does not exclude
dyssynergia.

Comment
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